
PLAYING AND MODELLING WITH THE 
DESIGN CAPITALIA

There are three phases to playing and modelling with the 
Design Capitalia:

I. DESCRIPTIVE

Step1. Select a context – for example a case study or project, 
a community (of practice, of interest, of place…), a place (or 
location/locale).

Step 2. Create a mind map or context map, and indicate the 
boundaries to your context (where does the context stop and 
start, or where do you see the boundaries of the system(s) 
relevant to the context?)

II. INTERPRETIVE

Step 3. Select the Key capitals and Sub capitals that you think 
are relevant to your chosen context. Lay the cards out on a 
large sheet of paper.

Step 4. Arrange the capitals in relationships which are mean-
ingful to you. How are they related? How are they orientated 
to each other? Are some more important that others?

Step 5. Build a model of the capitals for your context. It can 
be a physical 3D model or you can arrange the cards in a 
particular way. What do you notice about the relationships 
between your capitals?
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III. SYNTHESIS

Step 6. Now ask yourself ‘Which capitals do I want to grow, to 
nourish, to protect or conserve and which capitals do I wish 
to diminish or reduce?’ If you grow one capital, what effect 
might it have on the other capitals in your model.

Of course the next step is to apply the framework to your 
own project whether it is in the conceptual or planning stage 
or is an existing, real life, project…

APPLYING DESIGN CAPITALIA IN PRACTICE

Design Capitalia provides a framework to explore the capitals 
present in any given context. It allows reflection on our 
present conditions. It can also be applied to look at our past 
conditions and to think about our future conditions. Most 
importantly it asks us to be aware of our potential impact on 
diverse capitals when we consider changing the conditions 
from the present state to a new state. 

Design Capitalia can be used to identify existing capitals. 
Aspirations can be set for a project in terms of growing, 
nourishing, protecting or conserving and diminishing or 
reducing capitals. Once identified, we can quantitatively and/
or qualitiatively measure the existing capitals. We can then 
re-measure any changes to these capitals after our (design) 
interventions or projects have been implemented. Did we get 
the desired new balance of capitals or not? If not, why not?

ENJOY using Design Capitalia which is an Open Source, Crea-
tive Commons framework!

‘Any non-living component which contributes to 
the world’s ecosystems and provides ecosystem 
services. Abiotic capital includes geological, hy-
drological, atmospheric and solar resources’

NON-LIVINGNON-LIVING / Geological – Energy Minerals

‘Includes all the ‘fossil’ fuels such as oil, coal, 
natural gas, tarsands, uranium or other ore de-
posits for nuclear fuels’
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‘Includes all geological strata that are not used 
for the purposes of generating energy’

NON-LIVING / Geological – Non- Energy Minerals

‘Includes precious metals such as gold, silver, 
platinum and titanium, but also lesser known 
minerals such as beryllium, lithium, rare earths, 
and others used in electronic and electrical 
equipment’

NON-LIVING / Geological – Precious or Rare Minerals

‘Includes all forms of potable and non-potable 
water, in fresh-water, brackish or salt-water en-
vironments, plus all atmospheric water and wa-
ter bound in geological strata.’

NON-LIVING / Hydrological

‘Includes all forms of atmospheric gases and 
particles. Of special importance are oxygen, car-
bon dioxide, nitrogen-based gases, ozone and 
methane.’

NON-LIVING / Atmospheric
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‘Includes all incoming solar radiation, in particu-
lar from the sun, and across the spectral range.’

NON-LIVING / Solar

‘Any capital owned or managed by private indi-
viduals in corporations, companies and enter-
prises. This includes buildings, infrastructure, in-
tellectual property, financial assets, man-made 
goods, and/or manufacturing facilities and oth-
ers.’

COMMERCIAL

‘Goods made by hand or machine for a private 
commercial enterprise’

COMMERCIAL / Man-made goods

‘Tools, machines, buildings…’

COMMERCIAL / Manufactured
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‘Any resource that contributes but is not con-
sumed in the production process’

COMMERCIAL / Infrastructure

‘Includes financial, operational or working, cir-
culating, venture capitals and any financial as-
set’

COMMERCIAL / Economic

‘Includes patents, trademarks, registered de-
signs, copyrights, or other legally protectable 
form of Intellectual Property including brand 
value’

COMMERCIAL / Intellectual

‘The ability and capacity of private commercial 
structures and organisations to effect change in 
political and civic society’

COMMERCIAL / Political



SOCIAL SYMBOLIC

CULTURAL ECONOMIC



‘Social capital …concerns connections between 
and within social networks that encourage civic 
engagement, engender trust, create mutual 
support, establish norms, contribute to com-
munal health, cement shared interests, facili-
tate individual or collective action, and generate 
reciprocity between individuals and between 
individuals and a community.’

SOCIAL

‘In the same way that an individual can accrue 
symbolic capital, so can a social group or organi-
sation have resources available on the basis of 
honour, prestige and recognition’

SOCIAL / Symbolic

‘Forms of knowledge, skills, education, and ad-
vantages that a social group or organisation has, 
which give them a higher status in society’.

SOCIAL / Cultural

‘Any financial or other asset with financial value 
that belongs to a social group or organisation’

SOCIAL / Economic
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‘The ability and capacity of a social group or or-
ganisation to effect change in civic society’

SOCIAL / Political

‘The social networks, structures and assets that 
enable social communication and cohesion’

SOCIAL / Infrastructure

‘IP that is commonly owned by a social group 
or organisation or by an entire society or shared 
amongst societies’  (the Intellectual Commons)

SOCIAL / Intellectual – Property

Human capital….‘any one individual’s physical, 
intellectual, emotional and spiritual capacities’ 
and can include ‘cultural capital’ 

HUMAN
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“...the mode of being of the new intellectual can 
no longer consist in eloquence…but in active 
participation in practical life, as a constructor, 
organizer, ‘permanent persuader’ and not just a 
simple oratore…”

HUMAN / Mental/psychological or intellectual

‘The sum of our physiognomy and our abilities 
to perform physical tasks’

HUMAN / Physical/physiological

‘Emotional capital as the set of emotional com-
petencies which constitute a resource inherent 
to the person, useful for the personal, profes-
sional and organizational development and 
takes part in social cohesion, to personal, social 
and economic success’

HUMAN / Emotional

‘Spiritual capital adds to the dimension of our 
shared meanings and values and ultimate pur-
poses. It addresses those concerns we have 
about what it means to be human and the ulti-
mate meaning and purpose of human life’

HUMAN / Spiritual
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‘Resources available to an individual on the ba-
sis of honour, prestige or recognition’

HUMAN / Symbolic

Forms of knowledge, skills, education, and ad-
vantages that a person has, which give them a 
higher status in society.

HUMAN / Cultural

‘Any living plant, animal or other life-form which 
contributes to the world’s ecosystems which 
provide resources and ecosystem services such 
as recycling waste or regulating climate’

LIVING

The degree of variation of life forms within a 
given species, ecosystem, biome, or an terres-
trial area, or an entire planet. Biodiversity is a 
measure of the health of ecosystems.’

LIVING / Terrestrial biodiversity
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‘The ability of an area of land to support all life 
forms and their populations, including human-
kind, by persistently supporting the load or de-
mand on that land without decreasing its capac-
ity to support in the future’

LIVING / Terrestrial carrying capacity

The degree of variation of life forms within a 
given species, ecosystem, biome, or an acquatic 
or marine area, or an entire planet. Biodiversity 
is a measure of the health of ecosystems.’

LIVING / Aquatic or marine biodiversity

‘The ability of an area of water to support all 
life forms and their populations, including hu-
mankind, by persistently supporting the load or 
demand on that water  without decreasing its 
capacity to support in the future’

LIVING / Aquatic or marine carrying capacity

‘Any capital owned or managed or governed by 
the state, on behalf of the people,  at national, 
regional and local levels. This includes buildings, 
infrastructure, intellectual property, financial 
assets and others. ‘

PUBLIC
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‘Includes financial, operational or working, cir-
culating, venture capitals and any financial as-
set’

PUBLIC / Economic

‘The ability and capacity of public governance 
structures and organisations to effect change in 
political and civic society’

PUBLIC / Political

‘Any resource that contributes but is not con-
sumed in the process of delivering services or 
goods to the public and is owned by the public’

PUBLIC / Infrastructure

‘IP and data that is commonly owned but man-
aged or governed by public groups or organisa-
tions on behalf of the public’

PUBLIC / Intellectual – Property and Data
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